
Mechanics

Topic 2.1 Kinematics Continued



Experiments show that all bodies falling freely
under gravity, in a vacuum or where air 
resistance is negligible, have the same
constant acceleration irrespective of their
masses.

This acceleration towards the surface of the
Earth, known as the acceleration due to
gravity, g (9.8ms-2)

 magnitude varies slightly from place to place on the Earth´s surface

Acceleration Due to Gravity
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The Effects of Air Resistance

Air resistance depends on 2 things

 Surface area

 Velocity

Air resistance increases as surface area 
increases

Air resistance increases as the velocity 
increases



Falling!



Imagine a dog being thrown out of an 
aeroplane.

Woof! 

(help!)



Force of gravity means the dog 
accelerates

gravity

To start, the dog is falling slowly (it has not 

had time to speed up).

There is really only one force acting on the 

dog, the force of gravity.

The dog falls faster (accelerates) due to this 

force.



Gravity is still bigger than air resistance

gravity

As the dog falls faster, another force 

becomes bigger – air resistance.

The force of gravity on the dog of course 

stays the same

The force of gravity is still bigger than the air 

resistance, so the dog continues to 

accelerate (get faster)

Air resistance



Terminal Velocity

As an object falls through the air, it
accelerates, due to the force of attraction of 
the Earth. This force does not change.

As the velocity increases, the air resistance, 
the force opposing the motion, increases, 
therefore the acceleration decreases.



Terminal Velocity

If the object falls for long enough, then the 
air resistance (a force acting upwards) will 
equal the force of attraction of the Earth (the 
weight) (a force acting downwards)

Now there are no net forces acting on the 
object (since the two forces balance) so it no 
longer accelerates, but travels at a constant 
velocity called its terminal velocity.



Terminal Velocity

Terminal velocity depends on

 The size

 Shape

 And weight of the object

A sky diver has a terminal velocity of more 
than 50ms-1 (100 miles per hour)



Gravity = air resistance
Terminal Velocity

gravity

As the dog falls faster and air resistance 

increases, eventually the air resistance

becomes as big as (equal to) the force of 

gravity.

The dog stops getting faster (accelerating) 

and falls at constant velocity.

This velocity is called the terminal velocity.

Air resistance



Terminal Velocity

The dog will continue to fall at constant speed 

(called the terminal speed) until………….

gravity

Air resistance

air resistance = gravity



Terminal Velocity

gravity

Air resistance



Oooooops!



That definitely was terminal!



Falling without air resistance



Falling without air resistance



Falling without air resistance

gravity

This time there is only one force acting in the 

ball - gravity



Falling without air resistance

gravity

The ball falls faster….



Falling without air resistance

gravity

The ball falls faster and faster…….



Falling without air resistance

gravity

The ball falls faster and faster and faster…….

It gets faster by 9.81 m/s every second (9.81 

m/s2)

This number is called “g”, the acceleration due 

to gravity.



Falling without air resistance?

distance

time
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Falling without air resistance?

speed

time



Falling without air resistance?

speed

time



Falling without air resistance?

speed

time

Gradient = acceleration = 9.8 m.s-2



Falling with air resistance?

distance

time



Falling with air resistance?

distance

time



Falling with air resistance?

speed

time



Falling with air resistance?

speed

time

Terminal speed



Relative Motion

If you are stationary and watching 
things come towards you or away from 
you, then your stating velocities is easy.

If, however you are in motion, either 
moving towards or away from an object 
in motion, then your frame of reference
is different



In this case the relative velocity is the
velocity of the object relative to your
motion.

Examples include

 cars overtaking

 Trains going passed platforms

Relative Motion



Relative Motion: Suppose you are on a train platform 

as the train rushes through the station without stopping. 

Someone on board the train is pitching a ball, throwing 

it has hard as they can towards the back of the train. If 

the train’s speed is 60 kph and the pitcher is capable of 

throwing at 60 kph, what is the speed of the ball as you 

see it from the platform?

60 kph60 kph

Train

Pitcher

a) 60 kph to the right

b) 120 kph to the right

c) 0 kph (not moving)

d) 60 kph to the left
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Now suppose the pitcher on the train threw the ball so that its motion 

was not entirely horizontal. Perhaps the motion is angled upwards at an 

angle of 20 degrees to the horizontal. Now we have two vectors, 

v(train) which describes the velocity of the train as seen by the person 

on the platform, and v(pitch) which describes the velocity of the ball as 

seen by the pitcher on the train. What is the velocity V of the ball as 

seen by the person on the platform?

v(train)

Train

Pitcher

v(pitch)

a) V = v(pitch) – v(train) c) V = v(pitch)

b) V = v(train) – v(pitch) d) V = v(pitch) + v(train)
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